
 

 

Gc-4 Executive 

A Clear Statement of Success  

A stylish addition to the Gc men’s collection, the Gc-4 Executive is everything that the young modern 
and ambitious business executive requires: class, precision and an infinite attention to detail. A 
statement of success and self-assurance, from the detailed execution of its chronograph dial to the 
bold elegance of its 44 mm XL case with its tapered lugs and bevelled bezel. 

Already striking from a distance, this timepiece acquires its true interest from closer inspection, from 
the screw design on the bezel to its textured dial, chosen to give added contrast and light. The carbon 
fibre dial with central sun-ray textured detail is highlighted by three interlinked spiralling counters of 
the chronograph movement and the elegant indices, pointed to by the characteristic Gc hands. The 
tapered lugs of the case and the bevelled bezel offer additional class and sophistication, rendering the 
timepiece a less bold design than other Gc men’s models, yet still a force to be reckoned with.   

This expressive chronograph is equipped with a Swiss precision movement featuring a 30-minute 
counter, a stop second and a counter measuring up to 1/10th of a second precision. The hand- applied 
indices as well as the hands are coated with Super LumiNova allowing an effortless reading the time 
in the dark. 

The typical Gc combination of rose gold and black again makes a design statement for the brand. The 
silhouette of this timepiece also shows further refinement through the elegant rectangular tapered 
pushers, the whole set off by a sober black genuine leather strap. The screwed-down case-back is 
engraved with the Gc signature of Swiss Made quality.  The screw-down crown and deployment buckle 
are also embossed with the Gc logo. The brand thus underlines its attention to the slightest detail and 
the pride it takes in the creation of quality timepieces made available at a remarkable price point. A 
true statement of the Gc brand signature “Smart Luxury”. 

 

Market availability: September 2011 
Recommended retail: 590 to 790 € 

 

Highlights 
 

• Swiss Made  
• Swiss chronograph quartz movement 
• 316L steel case, available in rose-gold 

PVD 
• Water resistant to 100m (10 ATM) 

• Screw-down case and crown 
• Sapphire crystal 
• Croco-embossed leather strap and 

push-button deployment buckle 

 

 
Gc is a Swiss Made statement brand whose signature “Smart Luxury” stands for the brand’s commitment to 
provide quality Swiss Made timepieces and luxury products for men and women through the choice of their 
materials and design, all at a surprisingly accessible price point. Gc watches are produced and distributed by 
Sequel AG, a Timex Group company. Founded in 2007, Sequel AG, is a Swiss company headquartered in Zug, 
Switzerland, with satellite offices in London, Paris, Hong Kong, Toronto and Norwalk, Connecticut. Sequel AG is a 
member of the Federation of the Swiss Watch Industry FH. A 15-year licensing agreement gives Sequel AG the 
exclusive distribution rights for Gc watches worldwide. Sequel AG distributes Gc Watches in over 70 countries 
worldwide through a network of 60 distributors and 5,000 retail outlets, including Gc boutiques. 
 
www.gcwatches.com 


